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Kramer denounces
presidential search
By Craig Chrissinger

•'A good president and a bad process" is how Faculty Senate President Steven Kramer summed up his
reaction Monday to the UNM Regents decision to cease the presidential search process.
The Regents announced Saturday
that John Perovich wilJ continue as
interim president and the search process was halted.
In a written statement, Kramer
said he supports Perovich; but the
cancellation of the process shows a
need for search guidelines and has
hurt morale at UNM.
Kramer told the Daily Lobo Monday that a senate committee is working on developing guidelines in an
"attempt to get a general consensus
on search procedures.
"One of the major goals on this
year's senate leadership is to develop better procedural guidelines,"
Kramer said.
Both the senate and the Graduate
Student Association have passed a
proposal drawn up by a senate committee to establish a screening process to assist the governor in
appointing regents.
The proposal suggests the creation of a screening committee of at
least seven people to make at least
three recommendations for each regent vacancy.
Kramer said he was not terribly
surprised by the decision as it was a
"likely result."
He said the. senate's objection to
the Regents possibly adding candidates was an "objection to adding
names rejected By the search committee. We do not objectto Perovich
and he is a special case."
The statement reads, "I believe

that John Perovich has shown himself capable of running the University. He will have my support, !lnd I
am sure he will have the good will of
the faculty. I regret, however, that
Mr. Perovich wilJ apparently only
serve a brief term and thus will not
be able to provide the long-term
leadership by the University. .
"The University of New Mexico
cannot afford to have another search
process like this one," it continues.
"The constant references to !tdding
names undercut the entire procedure
and produced consternation on campus. Sometimes the candidates who
had been eliminated by the search
committee seemed much more a part
of the process than the actual finalists.
"I am deeply concerned by the
apparent fear of out-of-state candidates on the part of some Regents.
Universities are places for the confrontation of ideas and for intellectual challenge. There can be no protectionism on ideas. I wonder
whether the distinguished outside
candidates were very seriously considered by the Regents; I wonder if
after this, any first-rate outsider will
apply for this job again.
"If we cannot choose a president
on the basis of qualifications alone,
the University of New Mexico will
never go beyond being a fair to middling university; it will never be outstanding," Kramer says in his reaction. "One wonders whether the
constant references to 'excellence'
were any more that lip service to an
ideal in which no one believes."
The statement concludes, "This
has been an exhausting process. It
has hurt morale at the University. It
must never happen again this way.''

JeH AlelCandot

S•r•h Ann Pe•ttie w•s one of more th•n 300 University
employees recognized for distinguished service yester·
d•y.

Faculty recognized for service
More than 300 faculty and
staff members were recognized
for their distinguished service to
the university at the Second
Annual Service Recognition
Program Monday in the SUB
'Ballroom.
John Perovich, interim president of UNM, made some brief
remarks before the assembled
faculty and staff, saying it was

not the facilities, the buildings or
the landscaping which makes a
good university, but the students
and staff.
Three faculty members re•
ceived 35-year awards; three re·
ceived 30-year awards; 12 received 25-year awards; 24 received 20-year awards; l02 received 15-year awards; and 171
10-year awards were presented.

.....

Jeff Alexander

COMING AT YOU: This year's Lobo ski issue is full of stories that might be useful during the
Thanksgiving holiday. See pages 5-7.

8rain drain' on the decrease
with Presidentia./ ~Scho.larship
1

By Cindy Schnedar
In the fall of 1975, University
officials were concerned with the
"brain drain" New Mexico was experiencing. Too many New Mexico
high school graduates with high
academic and leadership potential
were going to out-of-state colleges.
The Presidential Sc~olarship
program was launched in the fall of
1976 to alleviate the brain drain, and
the program has since become an
object of immense pride to the University.
Fred Chreist, UNM Director of
Financial Aid, said the Presidential
Scholarship is "the single most productive scholarship the University
has ever had."
Each year, a minumum of 100
incoming freshman who are New
Mexico residents receive a $1 ,000
scholarship. The award is renewable
up to four years as long as the student
maintains a 3.0 GPA and completes
30 credit hours in an academic year.
Each year the program loses from
eight to 20 percent of its participants
because of failure to meet these requirements, Chreist said.
Last year, 463 people applied fot
the scholarship; 177 scholarship
offers were made; and 135 people
accepted the award and enrolled at
UNM.
In the fall of 1976, 75 students
began the first .. class" of presidential scholars. Of t~e 26 who graduated four years later, more than one-

half had cumulative GPA 's of 3. 9 or
higher, Chreist said.
A large proportion of graduates
from the first three classes have gone
on to graduate schools, Chreist said,
adding that it is still too early to tell
how many former presidential scholars wiiJ stay in New Mexico.
The program was the brainchild
of then UNM President WiJiiam E.
"Bud" Davis, who was especially
concerned about losing quality students from New Mexico towns outside Albuquerque, Chreist said.
Each year, approximately one-third
of the scholarships go to nonAlbuquerque residents, and Chreist
said the number of quality students
coming to UNM from various regions of New Mexico has increased.
Bob Lalicker, Executive Director
of the UNM Foundation, said
"these students would have gone
elsewhere" without the presidential
scholarship. "Before all we could
offer them was a pat on the head,"
he said.
The Foundation oversees a fundraising drive each spring for the
scholarship program, and Lalicker
said their goals have alwllys been
met or surpassed. ''It's a relatively
easy program to sell," he said.
Last year, more than $300,000
was raised, including $17,000
raised through faculty and staff
payroll deductions.
Sponsors range from companies,
to individuals, to pools of individuals. Although donors mily com-

mit themselves for one year at time,
85 percent of the sponsors give ongoing contributions, Lalicker said.
Sponsors provide $700 of each
$1000 scholarship, and the remainder comes from the University endowment fund.
Scholars are urged to maintain
close ties with the person or persons
who donated the money for their
award. Bill Baurecht, director of the
General Honors Program, said about
60 percent of the scholars and sponsors attend the annual getacquainted picnic.
Lalicker's only criticism of the
program was that he would like to
see a "closer relationship" develop
between the scholar and his or her
sponsor.
Students in the scholarship program said it has more prestige than a
regular academic scholarsip ..Andy
Carter said being a scholar gave him
confidence as a freshman. Other
university organizations he was considering joining were interested in
him because he was a scholar, Carter
,'
said.
Baurecht is the faculty advisor for
the Presidential Scholar's club, an
informal social and service organization formed in 1980.
Membership is voluntary, and
approximately 10 percent of the
scholars belohg, Baurecht said.
The club sponsors yearly workshops for the scholars, academic
colloquium for the public and a mentor program for freshman scholars.

In today's Lobo:
Lobo football, forgotten but
not gone: SEE STORY PAGE
10..

New Alumni Director: SEE
STORY PAGE 3.
Who is Holly Near? SEE
STORY PAGE B.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

By Terri Jenkins

Dqm.~-~_i_9_i__~_~eptical of 'dense-pack'

Reagan says MX necessary for arms cuts
WASHINGTON - President
Reagan said Monday America needs
the MX missile system to force Moscow to negotiate arms cuts. and he
has sent the new Soviet leaders idc<IS
for ending "mutual ignoruncc" that
might trigger ;tccidental nuclear
wnr.
The president, speaking to the nation from the Oval Ofl'ice, said he
made fresh overtures to the Kremlin
in un effort to assure an atomic holocaust is not caused by "surprisu and
mbcalculat ion."
Reagan, referring to the arms control speech he delivered one year a1w

tq a worldwide audience, repented,
"The United States wants deep cuts
in the world's arsenal of weapons."
But he declared, "It still takes
weapons of war to prevent war,"
and insisted his plans for a massive
military buildup must continue in
order to bring Moscow to the bargaining table.
"Unless we demonstrate the will
to rebuild our strength and restore
the military balance, the Soviets,
since they are so far ahead, have
little incentive to negotiate,"
Reagan said.
The president said he has sent a

"special letter" to Moscow outlining his proposals ~ including an
unprecedented exchange of "basic
data" about U.S. and Soviet nuclear
arsenals - to leave "I !ISS room ...
for suprise and rniscaiculation"
when a nuclear holocaust hangs in
the balance,
Referring to his five-year, $1.5
trillion defense program, Reagan
said, "If we had not begun to modernize, the Soviet negotiators would
know we had nothing to bargain
with except talk."
He said his ''dense pack" deployment recommendation for I00 MX
missiles is "absolutely essential,"
and he called the weapon - which
he renamed the "Peacekeeper" the' 'right missile at the right time.''
The president also disclosed for
the first time he believes the Soviets
have made serious proposals at the
Strategic Arms Reduction Talks in
Geneva.
"Their opening position is a serious one and even though it doesn't
meet our objective of deep reductions, there's no question we're

heading in the right direction," he
said.
In his first major speech since the
death of Soviet President Leonid
Brezhenv, Reagan said the suggestions he sent to Moscow also were
sent to American negotiators at
Geneva so they could be aired at the
bargaining table,
-To relieve "some of the mutual
ignorance and suspicion between
our two countries, I will propose that
we both engage in a broad-ranging
exchange of basic data about our
nuclear forces.''
Of his decision on the MX,
Reagan said, "It is sadly ironic that
in these modem times. it still takes
weapons to prevent war. I wish it did
not.
Responding to the President's decision, the Senate Budget Committee chairman said Monday he will
take his "good time" in evaluating
the dense-pack deployment method
of the M-X missile system that could
have been located in his home state.
"My position remains unchanged," said Sen. Pete Domcni"
1

'

ci, R-N.M. "I favor the development of the M-X missile."
But, he added, "Since the 'densepack' method of deploying it is new
and different, I will take my good
time to evaluate it. I think I'll have
an opportunity to do that in the next
few weeks.
''At this time, I'm not sure th!!t I
support (the deployment method),
but I'm going to do everything that I
can to support the president, and to
support what he has decided upon
for our country," Domenici said.
Domenici said he was not surprised to see that the administration
had decided to· ask the Congress to
support deployment of the M-X system at Warren Air Force Base, near
Cheyenne, Wyo.
"Obviously, the state of Wyoming, from its governor on through its
high elected officials, all favored MX being built in their st11te," he said.
"And I think that had something
to do with the site, since it was
equally acceptable to sites in Nevada
and New Mexico."

Mexican opposition parties demand
politics be opened to minority groups
Give the yiltofmusic this
CkriJtmaJ .. ,

MEXICO CITY - Opposition
party officials Monday demanded
Presidentelect Miguel de Ia Madrid
open the political system to the
minority groups when he takes
office next week.
National Action Party spokesman
Gonzalo Altamirano said his group
is demanding that seats in the national senate be reserved for members of
Mexico's six major opposition partics.
"The system must be opened in a
real political reform," said Altamirano, echoing demands by other party leaders who were quoted in Mcx-

ico City newspapers.
All 64 members of the senate are
from the ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party, which has won every
major election since it was formed in
1929.
The outgoing administration implemented reforms setting aside I 00
seats opposition party representatives in the 400-man Chamber of
Deputies. Opposition groups have
demanded de Ia Madrid amplify the
reforms when he take offices Dec. 1.
Officials of four tiny leftist parties
in newspaper interviews called on de
Ia Madrid to award at least one

cabinet posts to an opposition representative. The left views the ministry slot as a possible base for increasing its power in the government.
Unified Socialist Party spokesman Jaime Trejo said his group has
demanded that congress be given
power to ratify all cabinet nominations, as isdone in the United States.
The Mexican congress currently
has no voice in cabinet appointment.
Political scientist Gustavo Her. nandez said. the new president is unlikely to make significant efforts to
open the political system to the
opposition.

James Watt pleases state governors
DENVER - Interior Secretary
James Watt offered concessions giving Western state governors more of
a voice in federal coal-leasing policies Monday in a 2\11-hour meeting
that Utah Gov. Scott Matheson described as "historic."
During the session, held in the
office of Colorado Gov. Richard
Lamm, virtually every demand
made by the Westem state governors
was accepted. Watt said many of the

Grand
Opening
2276 Wyoming NE
Wyoming Moll
Fri. 9-9

Sat.-Sun. 9·6
299-0240

Cqoney returns as alumni director after 27 years

20% off
Nov.26,27,28

our already
low prices
with UNM ID

Onyx, Brass, Awami, Copper, Sports Goods, Embroidered Velvet Cushions,
Crocheted Bedspreads 6 Tablecloths, Jewelry, Garments, Carpets, Wooden
Fumiture With Bross 6lead. We buy direct from the monufocutres, therefore we
bypass the Importers, wholesalers and brokers mcuk··uos.

Holiday Discounts on our Already Low Prices!
Layawoy-Gift Certificates-Visa-Mastercard

changes repeated what already was
contained in the proposed regulations, while others were clarifications.
"I'm here to make this thing
work," Watt told governors and
representatives from seven states.
"I' vc done my homework. There is
no need in just squealing about
things and not addressing them. I'm
here to address your problems."
The changes agreed upon basically give the governor's more of a
voice in the leasing of federal coal
lands in their states.

terior Secretary to ignore established
leasing levels. Before holding a
lease sale, the secretary also must
seek the recommendation of the
governor of the state in which the
lands are locacted as to leasing the
property and alternatives.
Others attending the meeting included Govs. Allen Olson of North
Dakota, Ted Schwinden of Montana, Ed Herschler of Wyoming and
Bruce Babbitt of Arizona, and Lt.
Governor-elect Mike Runnels of
New Mexico.

Removed from the proposed coal
leasing rules was a section that govemors claimed would allow the In-

"This is more than an unusual
meeting," Matheson said. "I would
say it's a historic one. When we can
sit down and iron out a year-long of
differences on some areas that are
critical to us in our states and resolve
them in an amicable way as we did
today, that is achieving something
that doesn't often occur."

Bartendh1g

STOP SMOKING!

One change requires that decisions on initial leasing levels be
based on information and advice
from the governors.

Four Week Course $350

I.A.B.
243-9358

- 24 Hours

Wllhoul climbing lhe walls
We break life·long
addictions
IN JUST 5 DAYS
Call the LAST MATCH

1955 and worked a 40-hour week for
the F.B.I. in Albuquerque in the
evenings, He transferred to Notre
Dame in order to be closer to the rest
of his family.

"I'm back home in the town I
grew up in, I'm back where I began
college, and I'm buck in my professional field," said Jim Cooney, new
director of Alumni RtJ!ations and executive director of the Alumni Association,
Cooney assumed both directorships Nov. 8, after an unexpected
27-year absence from New Mexico.
"When I caught the El Capitan
train leaving Albuquerque in 1955, I
didn't plan on being gone longer
than it would take me to complete
my degree at Notre Dame,'' Cooney
recalled.
Cooney, born in Chicago, was
raised in Albuquerque and graduated from St. Mary's High School in
1949. He had attended UNM 1954-

Cooney completed his bachelor of
arts degree in Communic11tions Arts
and immediately went to work in the
Alumni office of the University of
Notre Dame. He left his position as
Executive Director of the Alumni
Association at Nwe Dame in 1974
after eight years at the university and
entered the private sector.

JIM COONEY

"But there isn't a more exciting
place than a university," Cooney
said. "It's great to be back in a university setting. People have wondered why I would leave private in-

Personal property thefts high;
UNM Police give suggestions
dorm residents with proof of prop- lock office doors even if they' rc only
By Terd Jenkins
going down the halL Purses should
erty."
After engraving one's social not be left beside, in or on desks,"
"Personal property accounts for
our highest larceny rate cost," said security number on the item, each he added.
Personal property left in cars
Inspector Robert Raymond, campus person fills out an ''Operation Identification" card. This card is then should be locked in the trunk or
police.
A stolen bicycle can reflect a lost filed in the Albuquerque Police De- ·glove .compartment, Raymond said.
partment computer, Raymond said. "Don't leave things in plain sight on
investment of several hundred dolThe file card plus one's own descrip- the front scat."
lar~, but other things can be targets
Anyone wishing to report persons
tion and record of the item's serial
for thieves as well, Raymond said.
"The next most often stolen items number can enable stolen property acting suspiciously or needing
to be returned to its rightful owner. police assistance at any hour can call
_are wallets and purses."
the 24-hour number for campus
Flyers posted in Zimmerman Lib"Dorm residents should close and police: 277-2241.
rary by the campus police warn ab- ·
lock their doors and windows before
"The best thing you can do to
out leaving purses, wallets or keys
lying on table tops while searching leaving," Raymond said. "And safeguard posscsions is just to be
for a book. "Don't leave things office workers on campus should alert," Raymond said.
lying on a table and then walk
away," Raymond cautioned
Raymond emphasized use of the
lockers in areas that have them: the
SUB, both Johnson and Carlisle
gyms and the UNM Bookstore.
"In the bookstore. we recommend using the coin-operated lockers rather than the open she! ving."
Announceme_nts In Lip Sttv/Cl will bl run tht da)' new projea.s. Alllndfan students atefn\litcd,
If items are stolen, they arc general- brfore the e'-enl and the day oftht event on a spau
avaltablt
basis~ Lip Strtiu ls· cn•atlablt to all UNM
The Latin American !mtJtule I..tc'ara: by Dr.
ly taken from the open shelving, he
non·Profit DfgDII{lallons. Forms for Lip Sef1!/re can Richard E. Greenleaf i.nd Ollbert Merkx. ors:tnall)"
added,
he plcktd Up In Marron Hill/, room 1J8 and must he scheduled for? p.m.1od;y, have btencance1eddue to
"A problem with the gym lockers turned In byZ p,m, the day prlortopubflcolltm,
illness. Abo, a series of lectures on Ecuador will not
be presenied at3 p,m, Wednesday as the Jnstliuiehad
is that a lot of students will put .items
orginallyplanned,
inside the locker and then not secure Today's Events
The Santhaafy c·roup wiiJ meet tor alC"ohollcs only
it with a lock,'' Raymond said. Plac1.U C.mp1n1s wltf ha_ve an important meeting lo
11 noon today In the Newman Center. UIJ' l.aJ
ing personal belongings out of the disruss fumlnaria decorations at 1 p.m. today hi theo Lomas, NEt oncarnptu.
Hokona Lounge, All members are requested to at·
playing area in the gym and trying to tend.
watch them will probably not be
Pmldutlel SciiOian Clab wiU present thr«:
sufficient to prevent theft, Raymond freeTttefilms,
•jPearl Harbor;'' 1'Ta.raet for Tonight" Wednesday's Events
and 11 N!!M Parade of 1!M2, n from 3:30 to <4:4S p.m.
added.
today in Woodward Hall. room 149. All studenJS;
The Southwut .UI1pank ._.rch ln•tltule: will
The "Operation Identification" faculty-and
uarr are welcome.
feature an Open Hou~c fram 3 to 5:30 p.m. Wed·
program is also a very good idea for
ncsday at 180.5 Jtoma Nit Refreshments will be
IJNM Sk7dl¥1n1 Club wil1 med i.t7 p.m. today served. Open to the public.
personal belongings. "The program in ·n.e
tile SUB, room 231.-B. Open to the public.
is not just for bikes," Raymond MemberS are encouraged to attend.
The sun blatt' Club meets from 7i30 ia 9:l0 p.m.
Wednesda)'S in the SUB, room 25l. The club con~
said. "It is also for stereos, radios,
Ali Anorula Ntnon and BaUmll Self·Hrlp ·c:enlrates on s.imple sonas IUid dances .from the major
even hubcaps."
Group will mea from 7 to 5I p.m. todi.)' in the:
devotional traditions ot the world designed to
Raymond said the campus police Women's Center,
promote peace and unity among the dancers. No
p~evioW experJenr:e neceSiiary. Mote inrormatlon is
will loan out an engraver on a timeA Math Confidence Wortullop_ will be held rrom available:at243-609J or268·S743,
available basis. "The dormitories ll:lOa.m. to 12:30p.ni, todaytntheUnlven.itySJcltls
1"he SplnlJII Cl1b .meeu a[ .3 p.m. Wednesdays in
also have an engraver available at Center, third noor, Zimmetman Library,
the lnaemationat Center.
the front desk of each dorm,''
the IKha Club wiiJ nicct at 6 p.m. today at the
'he Lei•lan S•pportJRip GrMp will meet rrom
Raymond said. "It is loaned out for Native American Studies Centei. The aal!ilda will
1
lnclude: coundt repi'tsentation 1 :student outreach and

7:30 to9p.m. Wedne3dayfn the Women s Center.

dustry and return to the campus. I
truly missed the campus environment~ the faculty stimulates you
intellectually, and answering the
students' favorite question "Why?"
is a ~;haJlenge," Cooney continued.
Cooney said he enjoys working in
his field of communications unci
public relations as well, "Keeping
people informed is the basic business nfthe Alumni Office,'' he said.
With 50,000 UNM graduntes,
20,000 of whom live here in Albuquerque, Cooney's job of inforn1ing
alumni of campus happenings and
objectives is a large one. "My governing philosophy is that you have to
have informed alumni to have involved alumni," Cooney said. ''It
also makes my job a little more chal·
lenging in that while Yale, Princeton
and other universities like that arc
residential universities, UNM has
many commuting students."
A project that Cooney is particularly interested in is that of establishing alumni clubs in other major
cities, both in New Mexico and
around the nation. "Alumni clubs

help in student recruitment. scholarship funds, summer jobs for students," Cooney said. "The clubs
can become miniature universities,
as it were, representing UNM to
their own conununitics."
Another project Cooney is very
enthusiastic about is the restoration
of Hodgin Hall. "Over $125,000
has been budgeted for period furniture for the restoration," Cooney
said. When Hodgin Hall opens in the
fall of 1983, the Alumni Office will
be in residence.
"We're excited about the move,"
Cooney said, "but we're going to
miss the ebb and flow around the
SUB." Cooney said llOt many projects like Hodgin Hall atre taking
place on campuses around the country. "We hope to film the restoration
project as it occur~," Cooney
added.
Cooney's wife Anne und three of
his six children will soon be moving
to Albuquerque from Parkersburg,
W. Va. Two of the other three children are in college and one is in the
Navy. "They're all looking forward
to skiing," Cooney added.
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Available at:

Student Book Store
Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE

243-1777

The Yule Log is Coming
The annual Christmas message section
of the Doily Lobo Classified Advertisements
will begin Monday, Nov. 29.
Special rote of 10 cents
per word per day for
students

A COMPLETE LINE
Of CROSS-COUNTRY
SKI EQUIPMENT

2111-70811
Money-Bacl< Goaranloe!

TYPING
24hr. SERVICE
IBM SELECTRIC
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DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Land of Enchantment ski areas·
By Johanna King

Bowl birth process requires evaluation
Commentary by S;un Mo1tloya

Fornwr con"'n'u' lu~h 'dwot All
Amcncan Mike C:uwr made tl1e qulntc,wntial sllltcment MondaY when
commc•ntin~ on t!NM'' no b(Jwl bid
"tuatlllll.
DcadpalHI<'d tilL' ;u•tkulate 'cnior
runnm~ hack. who nlll for I 00 yards
on I!J c·arri<'' in tiNM'' 41··17
thra,hinp of tilL' [lnJWl''itV ot Jlnwaii
Rambo<" Snturdny: "I tl1ink ! go tn
the· l 1111\CI',ity nt Rodnc·y Dan!!CI'Iidd"
That ill<' 2!Jtil-rankcd. 10-l Lobo'
being 'mthbcd hy '""'I rcpr<''CJlt<Jtivc•'
10. H lnlV~~ty orju~tit:c, 110 NC:\V ~:texico

!';Ill ,Jtould t.!i,awcc. Why. fur cxumplc. Tulsa t:nivcrsity. also 10·1. or
liNM were not invited to bowls i' a
problem that the bowl representatives

must Jmmedliltely <kal with if they arc
to dhpd the notion that ticket sales is
the number one criterion for deciding
which schoolh do ~ or don't- get
a bid.
The United States Air Force
Academy need not be faulted fl>r being
invited to the Hnll of Fume Bowl in
Birmingham. Ala. The Falcons, who
deserve the bid because they arc playIll!! exciting ball. earned the Commanders Trophy by defeating all the other
scrvi('C iJcadcmics. in addition to be(lling Brigham Young UniveJ''>ity and
Notre Dnmc thi'> season.
However. this war\ Lobo football
team. the Western Athletic Conference·, pre-season dark horse. gave the
fam truly exiciting piny nt 11 time when
the National Footbal League\ team
owners and players did the same thing

us their Mnjor League Baseball counterparts did during its 1980 strike antagonize the paying public. The
rnost exciting Lob<J football games include: a 49-37 victory over the AFA
Pal cons. a 22- I 7 win over the San
Diego State Univcr5ity Aztec> and a
20-17 come-from-behind thriller over
North Texas State University's Mean
Green.
Head football couch Joe Morrison.
offensive coordinator Frank Sadler
nnd defensive coordinator Joe Lee
Dunn molded the tinest UNM team
ever and deserve every penny of their
salary.
HopeFully, Interim (or whatever his
professional title is now) President
John Perovich, not regarded as the
most free-s pending administrator

Angel Fire- (located 12 miles
south of Eagle Nest). Elevation is
between 8,500 and 10,700 feet.
There are 28 runs; 36 percent beginner, 50 percent intermediate, and 14
percent advanced. Six chairs. Open
daily, 9 a.m. to 4:30 ~.m. Manmade snow covers 15 percent of the
area. Lodging, bars and restaurants
are available at the ski area with
;~dditionallodging and restaurants in
town. (505-377 -2301)

Given more time, Bridgers should
be able to turn the football program
into a perennial WAC crown contender and a $1 million profit-maker.
How much money he can make on a
winning basketball program- in a
basketball city - could rival net protits at North Carolina University. the
University of California-Los
Angeles or the University of Indiana.
If only Lobo fans would support
University athletics, then , ..

Cloudcroft- (located 2,5 miles
east of Cloudcroft). Elevation is between 8,600 and 9, I 00 feet. The
area !1as 16 runs; 45 percent beginner, 25 percent intermediate, and 30
percent advanced. Two tows and
two T-bars. Open daily, 9 a.m. to
4;30 p.m. They have snack bar at the
ski area; lodging, restaurants in
town. (505-682-2733).

All.Rights Reserved
Ignoring humanities can hurt sorciety
"The person who is continually occupied in business does not
become wise." These words by
Hillel ring as true today as when
they were written 2,000 years
ago. And in this age of revolutionary technological innovation
it may be especially timely to
consider the gentle warning implied by this epigram. Advances
in the semi-conductor and computer science industries bring an
ever Ia rger role for advanced
technology in our lives. Having
already become indispensable
to both business and government, one wonders how much
more prevalent advanced electronics can become in our lives.
As time progresses, having
computer skills may mean the
difference in finding employment or not. This situation derives from the supremacy of
what I call "efficiency value" in
modern society. Efficiency value
is enhanced enormously by the
quantitative and mnemonic
functions of the computer. Anyone who has ever experienced
the slashing of procedural red
tape by virtue of the computer's
lightning quickness knows first
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hand the benefits of "efficiency
value."
But it is not the benefits of efficiency value that are the topic of
this essay, rather the costs of efficiency value; moreover, the' supremacy of efficiency values in
ordering the priorities of business and government. Ours is a
civic culture. lndividaul worth,
individual initiative and achievement, as well as individual responsibility may be considered
themes of our civilization. These
themes and related others have
produced the world's freest society as well as its richest culture.
In a context of values and viewpoints which begin with the individal, our civic culture can be
understood and appreciated. Individuality has flourished in a
culture which prizes humanistic
studies of all kinds: the arts, history, languages, philosophy and
the social sciences.
Still, a disturbing trend grows.
Numerous small colleges offering liberal arts curricula closed in
America in the last decade.
Others have radically changed
their curricula, offering instead
emphasis in business, engineering, computer science and other
such practical studies. As we
rush to reap the benefits of efficiency value, more and more of
our intellectual and material re-

sources are devoted to these studies. And as a parallel consequence, levels of support for what
are referred to very broadly as
"the humanities" have been declining. This, to my mind, is a
tragic development and if it continues may eventually hold disastrous implications for our culture.
If the humanistic studies lead
to a healthful and mature view of
self and society they are surely
indispensable to democracy.
And I assert further that to the
degree that liberal, humanistic
education is neglected (whatever the reason), an insidious process undermining fundamental
values will occur in our society.
Just as "the person who is continually occupied in business .. ,", the mind which is
continually concerned with efficiency value will fail to consider
the things that most give meaning to life. The humanities are
precisely those studies that lead
one to the transcending value of
individual freedom and responsibility. These studies rather than
those "practical" ones sow the
way to self-knowledge and
acceptance. As is evident by the
name itself, these studies remind
us of all the past achievements
and future possibilities that link
all generations. On occasion,

Eagle Creek - (located 7 miles
northwest of Ruidoso), Elevation is
between 7,400 and 7,900 feet.
There are 11 nms; 36 percent beginnet, 55 percent intermediate and 9
percent advanced, Two tows and a
chair. Open daily from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. and from 6 to 10 p.m. Thursday, Sundays and holidays. Manmade snow covers 75 percent of the
area. A snack bar is located at the ski
area and lodging, bars and restaurants are located in town. (505336-4211)

they lead to reflection on justice
and compassion. In this way,
humanistic studies encourage
tolerant ethical behavior toward
our fellows. On the other hand,
those who are in a hurry to gain
power or wealth become less
sensitive toward the humanity of
others and even their own.
Again, ours is a civic culure. It
depends in no small way on
values of individual freedom and
responsibility, initiative and
tolerance. All these are fostered
by the humanites. Our culture
calls for more than intense preparation in efficiency value. I believe that overemphasis of efficiency value in education to the
detriment of humanistic studies
amounts to a dangerous trend
which may push our society toward a form of totalitarianism.
We ought to be concerned about
any proposed program meant to
vastly expand the technical branches of study at the expense of
the humanities. Let us not discoveryears down the road that in
the bargain were included lasting harm to fundamental values
and lasting intellectual poverty.
Let us have more, not less, support for the humanities.

er). Elevation is between 8,800 and
10,300 feet. There are 37 runs; 35
percent beginner, 38 percent intermediate, and 27 percent adv&nced. Two tows and four chairs.
Open daily from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Man-made snow covers 60 percent
of the area. The area has restaurants
and additional restaurants, lodging
and bars in town. (505-742-2366)

New Mexican skiers are fort11nate
because the Land of Enchantment
provides them with 12 ski areas.
The following list includes
names, locations and some basic information about these areas. Information was provided by the New
Mexico Chamber of Commerce and
the "Winter Enchantment New
Mexico Ski Supplement".

when it comes to the athletic department, wjij allow Director of Athletics
John Bridgers to renegotiate Morrison's contract. Perovich, like the rest
of America, should accept the fact that
we live in a highly sports-oriented
society and make the best of the situation.

Rea River- (located at Red Riv-

51<.Y'S 7lli I./MIT!
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Rea River Wooalanas -

(located
mile west of Red River). Elevation is between 8,600 and 8,700
feet. There are four runs; 75 percent
beginner and 25 percent intermediate. Three tows and two chairs.
Open daily from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Man-made snow covers the entire
area. A snack bar is available at the
ski area; lodging, bars and restaurants in town. (505-754-2366)
,~.,

Ruiaoso- (located 16 miles from
Sierra Blanca Ski Basin and seven
miles from Eagle Creek Ski Area).
Additional information is available
from the Ruidoso Chamber of Commerce, PO Box 698 (88345); (505257-7395)
Sanaia Peak- (located 20 miles
northeast of Albuquerque). Elevation between 8,500 and 10,400 feet.
There arc 25 runs; 10 percent beginner, 80 percent intermediate and 10
percent advanced. Three pomas,
three chairs and the tram to the Peak.
Open daily, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. No
man-made snow. A restaurant and
snack bar arc located at the ski area;
lodging, bars and other restaurants
in town. (505-296-9585)
Sunta Fe- (located 16 miles northcast of Santa Fe). Elevation is between l0.400and l2,000feet. Santa
Fe has 32 runs; 18 percent beginner,
41 percent intermediate and 41 percent advanced. Three pomas, two
chairs. Open daily, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Man-made snow covers 20 percent
of the area. A bar, restaurant and
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Sipapu - (located 25 miles south
of Taos). Elevation is between
8,200 and 9,000 feet. There are 16
runs; 19 percent beginner, 57 percent intermediate, 11nd 24 percent
advanced. Three pomas. Open daily, 9;30 a.m. to 4 p.m. No manmade snow. Lodging, restaurant and
snack bar at the ski area; additional
lodging and restaurants nearby.
{505-587-2240)

1
!
~

Sugaritc at Raton - (located 14
miles northeast of Raton). Elevarion
is between 8,000 and 8,800 feet.
There are 12 runs; 25 percent beginncr, 50 percent intermediate, and 25
percent advanced. A poma and a
chair. Open Thursdays through Sundays, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Man-made
snow covers 60 percent of the area.
Ther~ is a snack bur at the ski area;
lodgmg, bars and restaurants in
town. {505-445-5000)
Taos Ski Va/Jey- (located 19
miles northcst of Taos). Elevation is
between 9,200 and II ,800 feet.
There arc 63 runs; 22 percent beginner, 19 percent intcm1ediatc and 59
percent advanced/expert. Two
pomas and six chairs. Open daily. 9
a.m. to4p.m. Man-made snow covers 2 percent of the area. Lodging,
bars, restaurants available at the area; additional lodging, bars and res-

Jefl Alexander

CLOTHES DO NOT A SKIER MAKE, but it helps. So does
pre-season physical conditioning and equipment checks.
These two 'spruced-up' skiers take a break during festivities
at a UNM Winter Carnival at Sandia Peak.
taurants in town. {505-776-2295)
Val Vcrac- (located II miles
south of Eagle Nest). Elevation is
between 8,300 and 8, 700 feet.
There are 12 runs; 30 'percent begin·
ncr, 60 percent intermediate, and I 0

U.S. propoganda film w/Lowell Thomas

"News Parade of 1942"
"Target for Tonight" {1941)
British documentary

Films open to all students, faculty
and staff of UNM.
Funded by a grant from the UNM Foundation, Inc.

Michael L McDonald

LOBO MISS is pleased and excited to announce a new pricing
policy. Every item at LOBO MISS has now been repriced at it's
lowest Possible Level.

New Mexico Union Mercado
This is not a sale and we will maintain our high standards of
quality and selection.

We offer:

Our clothing selection for the Christmas Season is at it's best so
Visit LOBO MISS this week and find out why there's no reason to
shop anywhere else.

• Cigarettes 854
• Morning and aftemoon
newspapers
•Bulk Candy
• Gum and Candy bars
• Check cashing (Sam-Spm)
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percent advanced. Open daily, 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. There is no manmade snow. A tow and a pmna.
Lodging and snack bar available at
the ski area; additional lodging and
rcstaumnts in town. (505-377-6011 J

Your Dollars Still Buy .
Quality, Selection, 6 Service
At Lobo Miss
Dut Now It Buys More...

"Pearl Harbor" (1941)

The' Opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of the New Mex;co Daily Lobo .are

those of the author solefy. Unsigned opinion

snack bar are located at the ski area;
additional bars, restaurants and
lodging in town. (505-982-4429)
Sierra B/a!lca - (located !6 miles
northwest of Ruidoso). Elevation is
between 9, 700 and I I , 800 feet.
There are 25 runs; 40 percent beginncr, 40 percent intermediate, and 20
percent advanced, One tow, five
chairs. Open daily, 8;45 a.m. to 4
p.m. Man-made snow covers 10
percent of the ;J.rea. A bar, restaurant
and snack bar are located at the ski
area; lodging and additional bars and
restaurants in town. (505-257-7395)

FREE FILMS
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The New Mexico Daily Loba is published
Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University year, weekly during tldsed
and f1nals weeks and weekly during tf1esum·
mer session, by the Board of' Student Pub.
l1cations of the University of New Mox1co.
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Mental and physical readiness
essential to hitting the slopes'

CEHTER

TR~UEL

Red River '82

1

Prc-flnuls: skiing, sledding, inner tubing
everything party bash!!
Get warmed up for this season's
strenuous skiing schl'dulcll
Don't forget next semester's 9 fm•-fllled trips!

By Terri Jenkins

"The people most likely to be in·
jured while skiing are the beginners
who've never skied before or the
good skiers going a little too fast,"
Sklar has found that injuries
said Michael Rotonda, U.S. Forest
change as skiing equipment
Service Snow Ranger.
"You must be mentally and phy- changes.
sically prepared to ski," Rotonda
The most frequent injuries are
said. "The best injury prevention
program is to get into shape physi- broken legs and ankles. "We are
cally and take lessons from a ski now seeing spiral fractures of the
tibia (lower shin) and fibula (outside
instructor," he added.
Rotonda recommends a UNM bone running laterally to the knee),"
Press book, "Individual and Team Sklar said.
Sports," with a chapter on skiing
"When the boot bindings arc too
written by UNM's ski coach, tight, the fracture goes around the
George Brooks. "His chapter de- leg bones in a spiral motion and
tails exercises that arc designed to breaks the leg in several places," he
get a skier into shape."
• explained. "It's a serious injury beDr. David Sklar, assistant profes- cause it's hnrd to get the fracture to
sor of Family, Community and heal, and there can be blood vessel
Emergency Medicine, also stressed and nerve damage as well.
being in shape.
"If you're not in good physical
"Have your bindings checked
shape, don't expect to ski for eight and adjusted before going skiing,"
hours your first time out without Sklar said, The older type of ski
building up to it," Sklar cautioned. poles with the leather strap should be
"You should know your limits replaced, he said.
and also have the proper equipment
and have it checked each season,"
"We used to get a lot of hand
he said. "Most injuries occur when injuries, where the ski pole loop
you're getting tired. toward the end caught the thumb and pulled it back,

Bring this ad in for
$3 off your Red River Trip!
Call 277-233() or visit
room 24B downstairs iu the SUB.

ENJOY A HERTZ
FOR THANKSGIVING.

5DAYS

2L~I~~

MILEAGE

s

Subcompact standard
trt~nsmlsslon car

FOR RESERVATIONS,
CALL TOLL-FREE:

1·800·654·3131

Just $85 will put you on the road for five full days with
unlimited mileage in a standard transmission subcom·
pact car. If you are 18 or older, have a major credit card
and a valid driver's license, that's all you need. Tell us
what size car you would like, and we'll have it ready for
you starting November 18.
Rates are not diScountable. Gasoline, applicable taxes, optional
Colhslon Damage Wa1ver and Personal Accident Insurance are not
Included. No charge ror mileage. All cars subject to avalfablilty.
Cars must be relurned to the renting location no later than No·
vember 29, 1982 or h1gher published Hertz Dally Standard Unlim·
lied Mileage Rates w!ll apply to the entire rental period, and a
drop charge w11f also apply. For rentals ot less than 5days, regular
Dmly and Weekend Rates apply. Ask lor complete details.

.

of the day," Sklar said. "It's during
that 'one more run' when your muscles are tired and you're generally
fatigued that injuries are more likely
to occur."

Her/iz
·<!!>

''1 For Everyone:'"
HERTZ AENTS F!OAOS AND OTHER FINE CARS

tearing the ligament," Sklar explained.

COLORADO

''Other common injuries are tearing the knee ligaments, or those injuries c.aused by going too fast and
striking a tree or even impaling
yourself on a ski pole," he said.
"Serious internal injuries, such as a
ruptured spleen, can result from
crashing into a tree."
Sklar said severe head injuries are
luckily not too common.
Rotonda said safety straps, commonly called ski brakes, are now
required at the Sandia Peak Ski area.
''This prevents your skis getting
away from you and sliding downhill,'' Rotonda said. A runaway ski
can impale someone, Rotonda
added.
The Ski Patrol, Forest Service ski
personnel, or ski instructors will
warn persons who are skiing too fast
for their skill level or slope conditions, Rotonda said.
"Unsafe skiers contribute to injuries for other people too," Rotonda said. "It's a lot like driving a
car"-watch out for the other
person."

Ski areas open; more snow expected
Recent snows have blanketed ski
resorts in the Colorado Rockies,
bringing an early season to ski buffs
in both New Mexico and Colorado.
Eleven areas are open in the
centennial state and two more in
New Mexico, with the prospect of
more openings over the Thanksgiving weekend, depending on the
weather.
In New Mexico, Red River has
been open more than one week with
conditions reported to be good to
excellent.
Taos Ski Valley is 50 percent
open with a 37-inch base at midway.
Conditions arc listed as good, with
more snow expected.

In Colorado, the Colorado Visitors Bureau has II sites now listed as
at least partially open.
These include: Breckenridge
with a 25-inch base and some 98
acres open; Copper Mountain,
with 28 inches and eight runs open;
Lake Eldora with 24 inches, partially open; Keystone has 26 inches,
with more than half of the runs open;
and the Loveland Basin reports 26
inches with 70 percent of the runs
now open.
Other spots partially open include: Monarch with 27 inches:
Purgatory, with 32 inches and 40
percent of the runs clear; Winter
Park, with 22 inches including a

CLOVIS

half inch of new snow; Vail, 25 inches and 75 percent of the runs open;
and Powder Horn, now open on
weekends only.
Wolf Creek is 100 percent open
with a 51 inch midway base, probably the best conditions at present in
the two-state area.
All areas have a good chance of
getting several inches of new snow
before Thanksgiving. The U.S.
Weather Service reports a major
stonn sweeping through the Rockies, and Colorado will likely see
locally heavy snow showers
throughout the week.
ARTESIA

BB~I:tlG

SKI BQUIPMBIV':r

FB.OM US lVIE.ARS
B.ASY P.Ali.Kil\TG
.A.1\TD FAST
"HOME OF
THE
BELOVED

SKI

WINTERIZE
YOUR BODY
Whether you're going skiing, hunting, to the game,
or to work outdoors, Backwoods' quality clothing
will keep rou Watm from the skin Olll:
• Ouorotd

loti~

endcrwc.•ar

• Woolrich ShirL'i

o 100% GtH>.'ie D<>wn Parka.,, Jackets & Yc>ts
• M1ttcn~~ Glo\'t!!l & Ouots

• Caps•& Ski Ma.,k<

DOCTOR"

• Certified ski technicians
on staff
• First quality name brand
eqUipment - Hart,
Dynastar, Trak, Geze,
Munary, Tyrolla
• Boots: Mens, Ladies,
Juniors
• Cross country and alpine
- Junior and Adult
• Car racks and ski clothing
• 24-hour service on repairs,
.refinishing, & mounting ..

SKI COUNTRY
,f
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3

B

SUGARITE AT RATON- 14 mi NNE Raton: NM 12,256. 8,000/8,800 elev. 12 runs;25%
beginner, 50% intermediate, 255 advanced. 1,200/hour lift cap. Poma, chair. Snack bar;
lodging (1,3001 skiers), bars, restaurants in town. 1.20 inches snowfall. PO box 1043, Raton
87740. (505) 445-3689.

SANTA FE-16 miNE Santa Fe: NM 475. 10,400112,000 elev. 32 runs; 18% beginner,41%
intermediate, 41%advanced. 4,400/hour lift cap. 3 Po mas, 2 chairs. Bar, restaurant, snack
bar; lodging 16,000 skiers), other bars, restaurants in town. 160 inches snowfall. PO Box
2287, Santa Fe 87501. (505)982-4429.

9

SANDIAPEAK-20 ml NEAibuquerqua: 1-40, NM 14,44; or3 mi NliAibuquerque 1-25, NM
556, tram. 8,500110.400 elev. 25 runs; 10% beginner, 80% intermediate, 10% .advanced
3,400/hour lift cap, 3 Pomas, 3 chairs; tram. Restaurant, snack bar; lodging (10,000 skiers);
bars, other restaurants In town. 130 Inches snowfall. No. 10 Tramw6y loop NE, Albuquerque 87122. (5051 296-9585.

RED RIVER WOODLANDS- 'I• mi W·Red River: NM 38. 8,600/8,700 elev. 4 runs; 75%
beginner, 25% intermediate. 4,900/hour lift cap. 3 tows, 2 chairs. Snack bar; lodging (2,700
skiers), bars restaurants in town. 145 Inches snowfall. Formerly Powder Puff Mountain.
Box 303, Red River 87558. (505) 754-2223; chamber (595) 754-2366.
RED RIVER -8,800/10,300 etev. 37 runs: 35% beginner, 38% intermediate, 27% advanced.
6,200/hour lift cap. 2. tows, 4 chairs. Restaurants; lodging (2,700 skiers), bars, other
restaurants in town. 145 inches snowfall. Box 303, Red River 87558. (505) 754-2223;
chamber (505) 754-2366•
TAOS SKI VALLEY -19 mi NE Taos; US 84, NM 150,230. 9,20Ci/11 ,800 elev. 63 runs; 22%
beginner, 19% Intermediate, 59% advanced/expert. 5,200/hour lift cap. 2 Pomaa, 6 chairs.
Lodging (790 skiers), bars, restaurant•; other lodging (1,500 skiers), bars, restaurants In
town. 330 inchlll snowfall. Taos Ski Valley 87571 (505) 776-2295.

Backwoods. No matter what you, or the weather, ate
doing outside.
5

6

6307 Menaul NE
across from Coronado Center
881-5223

DIRECT DIAL NM SKI REPORT, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Midway depths, new
snowfalls and waather forecasts updated dally. (900)976-3710, 50 cent toll charge from
anywhere in tha US.
·

7509 Menaul N.E.
(at Pennsylvania)
(505) 884·5611

7

VAL VERDE -11. mi SEagle Neat: US 84. 8,300/8,700 elev. 12 runi; 30% beginner, 80%
Intermediate, 10% advanced. 650/hnur lift cap. Tow, Poma. Lodging (100 akiers), snack
bar; other lodging (284 skiers), restaurants In town. 120 inches snowfall. PO Drawer V,
Eagle Neat 87718 (505)377-6011.
·
ANGEL FIRE - 12 mi S Eagle Neat: US 64, NM 38. 8,500/10,700 elev. 28 rune; 36%
beginner, 50% Intermediate, 14% advanced. 8,000/hour lift cap. 6 chairs. lodging (1,500
skiers), bars, restaurants;. other lodging (284 skiers), restaurants in town. 120 inchn
snowfall. Drawer 8, Angel Fire 87710 (505)377-2301.
SIPAPU - 25 tni S Taos: NM 68, 3. 8,200/9,000 elev. 16 runs; 19 % beginner, 57%
intermediate, 24% ad'lanced. 1,900/hour lift cap. 3Pomaa. Lodging (150aklers), reateurant,
snack bar, other lodging (370 skiers), restaurants nearby. 100 Inches snowfall, Route box
29, Vadito 87579 (!>05) 587•2240.

10 SIERRA BLANCA- 18 ml NW Ruidoso: NM 37, 532. 9,700/11,800 alev. 25 4Uns; 40%

beginner, 40% intermediate, 20% advanced, 7,800/hour lift cap. Tow, 5 chairs, gondola.
Bar, restaurant, snack bar; lodging (7,800 skiers), other bars, restaurants in town 180
lnchn snowfall. PO Box 220, Ruidoso 88345 (505) 336-4366.
·

11 EAOI;E CREEK.-7 Mi NW Ruidoso: NM 37, 53~. 7,400n,900 elev. t 11'1lns; 36% beginner,
55% •ntarmed1ate, 9% advanced. 1,800/hour hft cap. 2 tows, cha.r. Snack bar; lod9ing
(6,700 siers), bars, restaurants in town. 80 Inches snowfall. formerly Ruidoso Ski Area. Box
1417, Ruidoso 88345 (505) 336-4211; chamber (505)257-7395,
12 CLOUDCROFT- 2-V. ml E Cloudcroft: US 82. 8,60019,100 elev. 16 runs; 45% beginner,
25% intermediate, 30% advancad. 1,000/hour lift cap. 2 tows, 2 T-bars. Snack bar; lodging
(719 skiers), restaurants in town. 90 inches snowfall. PO Box 287, Cloudcroft 88317. 150.51
682-2587; chamber (605) 582·2733.
iiJ!iiii
13 WOLF CREEIC:- 23 mi NWPagosa Springs: US 85, 84,285, 160. 10,650/11,775 elelf. 25%

beginner, 45% intermediate, 30% advancad. 1 double chair, 2 Pomas. Snacks: lodgin9,
restaurants in Pagosa Springs. PO Box 1036, Pagosa Springs 81147. (303) 264-2533.

14 PURGATORY- 25 miNE Durango: NM 44, US 550. 8,950/10,560 elev. 23% beginner, 52%
intermediate, 25% advanced. 5 double chairs, 2 rope tows. Restaurant, snacks; lodging,
reat•urantsln Durango. PO Box 666, Durango 81301. (303) 247•9000.

15 TELLURIDE- NE Durango. 8,735111,840 elev. 15% beginner. 50% lntermediatll, 35%
advanced. 6 double chairs. Restaurant, bar; lodging, restaurena in town. PO Box 307,
Telluride, 81435. (303) 728-3856.

P~ge
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·Arts

Arts
Near'~

music an artful blend of music, politics

Hy Ann L. Ryan
That art and politics mix should
be news to anybody. But tlS Holly
Nc:1r said durin!' her Sunday night
concert at the KiMo, if nrtbts arc
progressive. they arc considered
political. If they arc wnscrvattvc
!witness Merle Ha)!gardJ, they arc
not.
Ncar's progressive politks mH.l
musie blend artfully. She has a
strong. dear voice and a selfL'Ifac:ing humor and wit that make
her "message" easy to listen to, rcganlless or one's beliefs.
"I would liki.! to sec people excited about being :dive," she said.
"It sounds very simplistic, but we
get put on this planet, we might as
well do something with it."
What Holly Ncar wants done "is
to make being a part of the humanilarinnmovcmcnt seen as being fun as well as hard work ~- to sea it as
a good way to live."
She doesn't feel that activism and
desire for change in the system arc
necessarily missing on American
college campuses.
"When people talk :1bout cumpus
apathy, I think sometimes it's fear.
'Here I am 18 years old, my student
loans nrc being cut, I don't know
how I'm going to make a living
when I get nut. my parents just lost
their job~.' That's a lot for somcouc
just out of high school to cope with,
and sometime~ I think we tend to,
when overwhelmed, ju;t block it out
and go to a movie.
"I think it's a hard time, and when
it gets hard enough. the escapism
will go away.
"You abo have to remember that
political docsn 't justm.::an progressive . . . I think there arc a lot of

students that arc active in conscrvatiw organizations. That perspective
is quite active."
She said each person must say
"'This is the time I was handed.' We
c:wh gel a certain or~. Do we want to
be cynics. bystlmdcrs? Do I want to
let these things be done to me. or is it
n more exciting life to go after these
pC\lplc who arc burning books and
say 'No way, you can't deny m.c
information·'!
"When enough people start feel-

ing an emptiness in their lives,
they'll Si!Y 'No, I can't accept
that,"' she said.
Ncar is neartancd that in the music
business "there is some contentoriented music being played," including Dolly Parton's song "9 to
5"
"I ;hink you'd be arna?.cd how
many clerical workers got affirmation from that song ... I have a lot
of admiration for Dolly for writing
and performing it."

Joe C.avaretta

HOLLY NEAR

One of Near's most "content"
oriented" songs is "EI Salvador"
from her album "Speed of Light."
"I don't think it's my best song,
so I'm not promoting it , .. but
what I wanted to do in .that song
was ... make the connection be·
tween people standing unemployed
on the corner and the people in El
Salvador.
"I want to try to point out the
reasons for caring for people (like
the Salvadoreans) not just the
traumatic conditions," she said.
In Potter's Valley, Ca., the
daughter of a rancher, Near grew up
listaning to the music of tha American left in the '50s, including the.
Weavers and Paul Robeson, as well
as Judy Garland and Broadway
shows. She began performing publicly at seven and has continued for
25 years.
She's playad Broa<[way (in
''Hair'') and in movies('' Slaughterhouse Fiva") and television. She
also toured Southeast Asia with Jane
Fonda and Donald Sutherland's
alternative to the USO, Free Tha
Army.
Some of Ncar's songs have as
their subject matter rape, opposition
to nuclear powar and war (her current tour is called "Be Disarming"),
unemployment and lesbian Jove.
She also said that a lot of the best
songwriters in the women's movement of the '70s were lesbians and
for that reason weren't getting a lot
of airplay.
"I know I've taken albums into
<listributors who've taken them to
ra<lio stations and thera may be stuff
on it that they want to play, but because it's a song that has lesbian
references, they won't touch it,"
she said.

Near said there is a great deal of
fear of homosexuality among people; even the most enlightened liberals
tend to draw back from championing
the gay rights movement.
"With the estimated number of
gay people in this country, there's
bound to be one in every family, so
you know people have their fears
about it.
"They're also misinformed .. , If I thought about gay people
the way some people did, I wouldn't
like it either," she laughed.
"For evary negative there's a
positive, and you can decide to sub·
mit to the negative or work the positive. If peop!Cl could learn that in
every person there may ba all kinds
of sexual responses, instead of being
terrorized by that possiblity, they
could feel grateful that they have so
many options."
Near is not attempting to force
any belief or preference, be it sexual
or political, on anyone. She said she
is merely trying to make people
aware of their capabilities and the
world's injustices.
Near is happy to be working,
through her music, toward what she
considers a more equitable and
humanistic society that has a concern for the rights of everyone, both
inside and outside the borders of the
United States. She realizes many of
her opinions arc far from popular in
the present political climate.
"The reason I do this is not because I have a guarantee that things
are going to change. I would like to
sec them change, but even if things
don't, I like the way Iliva, trying to
treat people with respect and
dignity. ·•

NM potters schedule
next year's competition

Black Student Union
presents

A Thanksgiving Musical

Entries arc now being accepted
for the Feb. 26 through April 3
"Clay in New Mexico '83'' competition and exhibit at the University
Art Museum.
UNM and the New Mexico Potters' Association arc sponsoring the
annual competition in conjunction
with the Southwest Regional Ceramics Conference. The project is
funded in part by a grant from the
New Mexico Arts Division and the
National Endowment for the Arts.
The contest is open to clay artists
who arc I 8 years of age or older and
living in New Mexico. All entries

must be original work, completed
within the past two years. The deadline for entries, which will be judged
from slides, is Dec. 18. There will
be cash and purchase awards.
The jurors will be Billie Walters.
UNM graduate and New Mexico
artist; Ken D. Little, director of
sculpture in tha School of Arts at the
University of Oklahoma; and Rudy
Autio, professor of ceramics and
sculpture at the University of Montana.
For entry forms and additional information, contact tha UNM University Art Museum or art department.

UNM Country Club
T-Shirts

''

e''

Long sleeve/Short sleeve

Student Book Store
Opposite UNM

2122 Central Sll

243-1777

"ENGROSSING AND
TENDER .. :'
-Judith Crist

Tuesday Nov. 23 8 pm
Rodey Theatre
Tickets $5.00
Performed by Daedalus Productions1
A New York Road Company.
For more informaton call B.s.u. at 277-4965.

New Mexico Union

Mercado

Greeting Cards
for
all Occasions

25% off
Hallmark Cards
Mon-Thur 7om-8pm
Frl 7om-6pm
Sot 8om-2pm

-'Creepshow' is a film full of
gruesome comic book horror
By Wren Propp
Creepshow is currently showing at
the Coronado 4 Theatre the Far
North Cinema and is directed b\'
George A. Romero. (Rated R)
·

Director George A. Romero has
retained his gruesome sense of
humor in Creepshow, a comicbook-style movie written by (surprise), Romero's good buddy and
horror writer Stephen King. Creepshall' is tive short tilms glued between swirling, blue and black lined
comic pages reminiscent of the fif.
ties E. C, comic classics like "Tales
From The Crypt" and "The Vault of
Horror."
Each story has a twist of scary
revenge and supernatural malice,
"Grue," as King has calle<[ all the
slime, dirt, and blood in Creeps/low
subtly jabs fun at the special effects
artists and their cute extraterrestrials. On the other hand, it fortunately Jacks the ''deadly" seriousness of
Halloween. This movie has the right
amount of nasty bugs, nasty bodies
and very nasty people to make us

laugh while we &rc screaming,
Of the five short stories, "Creeping Up On You" contains all the best
elements of a real skin-cruwler.
E.G. Marshall is a paranoid and
powerful tycoon, .running out of bug

Movie
Review
spray as fast as Howard Hughes ran
out of facial tissues. Roaches arc
scary, especially in large groups,
and Marshall becomes a victim to
his worsa fears, with a little help
from his friends.
Revenge is a major theme to all of
these stories. Even in "Jordy,"
King's myopic cameo appearance as
a midwastem hick caught up in the
greening of Amarica, or at least
Iowa, there are two forces and one
really doesn't like the other too
much. But, for revenge, "Crate"

Experience cross-country
for yourself
We've got everything you need
to get started!
6307 Menaul NE

and "Father's Day" arc the
strongest monster stories. if the real
monster is a guilty conscience,
Romero, whose films have the
reputation of small budgets and lots
of gore, is cheap but smm1. Herecruited a fom1er illustrator of E. C.
Comics, Jack Kamen, to bind the
stories together. Kamen works with
simple animation that stirs in us the
memories of reading comic book
gore with a flashlight. late at night,
under the covers. The original music
by John Harrison provides quick
flashes of suspense while someone
is being stalked or Marshall looks
for more pesticide. Finally, Romero
did not skimp on the real fun of the
horror film genre. The characters, as
in any good comic, are neat little
stereotypes, and we don't have to
feel anything when a long dead
father kills the only daughtar who
loved him or a jealous husband
buries his wife and her lover from
the neck down on the beach at .low
tide. Horror and humor, according
to George Romero, make a unique
and entertaining movia.

across from
Coronado Center·

881-5223

BTUDSHT TRAUGL CENTER
and
lntr.w~urals/Campus Recreation

Getaway Program

Union schedules /Old English Feaste'
The spirit of 16th century EHzabethan England will come a.live at
UNM when an array of jugglers,
fire-eaters, puppeteers, musicians
and tumblers combine their talents
for a Madrigal Yulatide Feaste.
A traditional Old English affair
held in celebration of the Christmas
season, the Feaste will take place in
the New Mexico Union Ballroom as
a three-night dinner performance,
beginning at 6:30p.m. Dec. 16, 17
and 18.
Guests will be escorted by servants into an Old English castle
atmosphere, where they will dine on
a six-course meal prapared by the
New Maxico Union. Each course.
beginning with the wassail bowl,
will be introduced with a fanfare und
accompanied by the singing and
acting of the Masterchoralc. The 32mcmber group, dressed in elegant
costumes of the period, will play the

parts of a 16th-century renaissance
court throughout the evening. In
addition, Michael Anthony and the
Lovely Leslee will mingle among
the guests, performing fire-eating,
juggling and magic.
The king and queen will preside
as the boar's head is brought in by
the pages and the jester prepares the
audience for the Punch and Judy performance to follow. A sacond masque, "The Story of the Evergreen
Tree," will begin after the guests
have been treated to their flaming
dessert. The evening will come to a
close with a concert by the Royal
Court.
The perforn1ancc is directed by
Matthew McDuffie.• a master's student with the UNM theater arts department, and produced by Pater
Tras Ill. a founding member of the
Masterchorale. The Fcastc is hosted
by the New Mexico Union.

Seats for each night are limited.
Tickets are $15 and must be purchased in advance. For reservation information contact the New Mexico
Union at 277-233 I.

'Home' at Rodey
Home, will be presented tonight
in Rodey Theatre at 8 p.m.
The play is centerad around a
North Caro.lina small-town black
youth who refuses to participata in
the Viet Nam War, serves his time,
moves to the big city, and eventually
develops an appreciation for his
home.
Daedalus Productions. a New
York road company, is now on tour
with the play. The Black Student
Union is sponsoring the performance, Tickets arc $5.

U of A art department chairperson
displays drawings in art ed gallery
Currently showing in UNM's
Art Education Gallery is a collection of rccellt drawings by Albuquerque artist Tina Fuentes. The
dmwings will hang until Dec. 10.
The paining "El Hombre •· is a
monochrome acrylic piece with
splashes of brilliant red added for
a startling effect. "EI Hombre"
is part of a serias of "doorway"
pieces that give the viewer several. supriscs as ha peaks to the
other sida.
Also showing in this exhibit is
"Dos por dos," "Oscuro." and .
"EI Cubi."
Acting chairperson of tha University of Albuquerque's art de·
partmcnt, Fuentes also serves as
president of the Meridian Gallery
and as a member of the Albuqucr·
que Arts Commission.
A native of San Angelo,
Texas, Fuentes earned her bachelor's of fine arts in art education
and a master's of fine arts in
drawing, painting and printmaking from North Texas Stnte University at Denton. She has con·
ductcd workshops and exhibitions throughout the Southwest.
Gallery hours ara from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. The gallery is located in
tlic Art Education Building.

present

Ski Mania
82-83!
upcoming events:
Dec 3-5
Red River, NM
Jan 27-30 Durango Snowdown
Feb 12-14 Taos Ski Bash
Feb 17,19 Cross Country Ski Clinic
Feb 25-28 Ski the Enchanted Triangle
Taos, Angel Fire, Red River
March 5
Snow Shoe actoss Sandia Crest
Mar 14-20 Ski the Summit in Colorado
Special low rates for cross country ski rentals are
available at the Intramutals outdoor shop in room
107 Johnson Gym.
More information is available at the lntramurals
office in Room 230 Johnson Qym (277-5151) or at the
Student Travel Center downstairs in Room 24B of
the SUB (277-2336).

•
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Lobos make 1982 Thanksgiving more enjoyable

Lady hoopsters deep' for Lobo opener

Right about now, there's this depression hanging owr the heads of
cvwynnc associated with the UNM
football program.
After the 41-17 demolition of
Haw••ii, everyone thought that
UNM would go to a bowl gnmc. If
they only knew what l knew, when I
knew it, even less people would
have shown up for the game.
Someone in the press box called
abo11t the bowl bids and found out
that UNM was on the Jist for only
one bowl game when the HawaiiliNM game began. The officials
from the l·h•ll of Fame bowl were in a
meeting to decide who would play
Vanderbilt.
At first it was only between Tulsa

---- -

and UNM, but after the meeting they
decided to add Air Force, California
and Duke to the list. Air Force got
the nod and UNM was left out in the
cold.

---~·-----------------

.A...!

NEWSLAND BOOKSTORE

0

New Inventory

To an of the (lCOple at Sports
Information and who work in the
press box at the football games·
who made my job enjoyable and a
whale lot easier. Sometimes they
even treat me like I'm from one of
For The UNM cheerleaders who the downtown papers.
battled through the various injuries
To the photo staff here at the
For UNM offensive coordinator
Frank Sadlerwho brought the veer
offense and some exciting offensive
football to Loboland this year. If
only he were as tall as he is smart.

+Discover our larger book
& magazine selection
+Calendars for 1983
+We're open until 9pm 7 days
a week··We open at 9a.m.

•

fhey had reasons for there deci- which depleted their ranks, to show
sion like Air Force beating BYU and up for every game a support the
Notre Dame. They al.so have a fol- Lobos. Even though one Mona
lowing of cadets and former cadets Dobbs did argue with me about the
which could easily fill the stands in Lobos going to the Bluebonnet
Birmingham. UNM beat Air Force Bowl.
For The Chapparrals who add
earlier in the year, but the 7-4 Falcons go to the bowl and the 10-1 beauty and grace to the footbaJJ
Lobos get shunned,
games. lm looking forward .to more
of their halftime antics at the basketThe se<1son was good for the baH games, because they're much
school, the Athletic Department and better to look at than the UNM Korfthe fans (The Few, the Proud, the baJJ Klub.
Lobo fans, right?). UNM made a lot
of money from television coverage,
For the aforementioned fans
Johnny Jackson got national atten- who showed some of the crazy, but
tion, the team won I 0 games for the much needed school spirit at the:
first time in the history ofUNM foot- UNM~Hawaii game. I was reminded
ball and made it into the Top-20 for of the bigger schools, whose fans
only the second time.
also tear down goal posts and get
their team penalized for unsport·
So, with the thanksgiving holi- smanlil<;e conduct. It was good to see
days around the corner, we have that our fans compare to the big
many things for which to be thank- boys. It would be nice if there were
ful. I'd like to share a few of mine more though.
with you.

2112 Central S.E.

I

Lobowho make also make my job
easier by coming up with some exciting and big photos to put on my
pages. They make layout and editing
easier. If they could only get the
cutlines right.
For Ted Turner for thinking of
UNM in one of his money-making
schcmes.lt might have been nice for
UNM and Tulsa to get together on
Dec. 4. It's very illegal and very
stupid. The NCAA has a rule which
states that no game can be added to
the schedule without going through
the proper channels. Those channels
are too deep for John Bridgers to
swim.
Besides, I wasn't too thrilled about UNM hosting the Turner Bowl
or the Were 10-1 and Upset That We
Didn't Get a Bowl Bid Bowl.
And finally to the entire UNM
football team and coaching staff
for not stringing me up for the vicious column l wrote following the
BYU game. I was brutal, but I did
apologize the following week. I
really enjoyed each and every game
and thought that the 1982 Lobos
rank among the br.st teams in UNM
history. Besides I got five front page
stories this semester because of them
to add to my portfolio.

By Steve King

bounding in her freshman year. The
6-foot-J inch sophomore had a knee
UNM women's basketball coach injury earlier in the fall, but is ready
Doug Hoselton has this dilemma to storm through the High Country
that most coaches would love to Athletic Conference the way she did
have,
in the Intermountain Conference last
You see, tonightat7:30p.m., the year.
University ofTexas-El Paso invades
Junior Marge Brinkmann is back
University Arena to play Hoselton's at point guard where she will get the
rough and ready lady hoopsters in starting nod over freshman Dancne
their season opener, Hose! ton's Manning. "Margie's got a sore
problem is that he has lO players that heel, but she'll start," Hoselton
can get the job done and he doesn't points out. "Danene has done as
know how to pick a starting five.
good a job as we could expect from a
"It's very tough to decide who to freshman. She wilf continue to imstart," says Hoselton, "when we prove."
have so much depth on this team.
We had talented people before, but
Sally Marquez will start at the
now we've got depth and experi- other guard spot. The 5-5 senior ..
ence. We have some injuries, but
everyone is excited about getting
started."
He did decide on a starting five,
but five others may start the next
game. The 1982-83 Lobos will be
led by center Yvonne McKinnon,
who paced UNM in scoring and re-

Swim bests
set in losses
Freshman Bobbi Clemens and
sophmore Kathy Dixon each set a
school record in dual meet competition against Colorado State and Nebraska last weekend.

1983

Clemens swam the 200-meter
breast stroke in 2:3.0.1, while Dixon
completed the 200-meter butterfly in
2:2.65.
"Despite the fact that we lost both
meets, we swam very well for this
early in the season,'' said Coach Bill
Spahn. "By February we'll be one
of the bcttedeams in' the 'confer·

encc."
The men's squad will not be competing until Dec. 3 when they face
Arizona State and Nevada-Las
Vegas. The meets are mainly for
qualifying purposes for the conference championships in March.
Spahn said he hopes to qualify
several more swimmers than last
year.

MIMBRES DESIGN CALENDAR
UNM Booksto-re
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Now you can wear soft
contact lenses without
sacrificing comfort.

Sandia Vision Clinic P.C.
Dr. Dwight Thibodeaux and Dr. Robert H. Quick

Lobos 'sort of impressive' in Open
The trip to Laramie, Wyo. over
the weekend had both good and not
so good results for the UNM wrestling team according to head coach
Bill Dotson.

Chris Bell (from Wyoming)," Dotson notes. "Bell is a three time
WAC champion and three-time
Cowboy Open champion, so Ralph
had his har.ds fulL We need to attack

The Lobos were unofficially
second in the Cowboy Open Wrestling Tournament as three Lol:fos had
three grapplers in the finals. The
team scores weren't kept so UNM's
second place finish is unofficial.
"T really wasn't pleaSed with the
way the kids wrestled," said Dot·
son. "They really should have wrestled better. They didn't respond well
in certain situations. We'll have to
get the kids to use their heads a little

By Appointment Only
4302 Central Ave. SE
268-2200

if no answer call
298-2020

Dotson was pleased with 126poundRalph Harrison, 134 pounder
Scott Rardin and John Schaumberg,
who all received second place
trophies. Dotson also praisl!d freshman Chris Luttrell who finished
third in the 118 lb. event. Other
thirds went to Lenny Lovato ( 134)
and Kevin Jackson ( 190).
"Ralph did very well against
• It I

r I'

Bell more in the future than we did in
the past."
Dotson has some more changes
up his sleeve to improve the Lobo
fortunes. "Were. going to change
our training habits, so we can get in
shape to wrestle seven or eight
matches a weekend," he says.
"Were going to have more tough
competition the rest of the year and
we need to be in shape to do so. We
had some people get their butts
whipped that shouldn't have."
The Lobos will travel to Norman,
Okla. for the Oklahoma Open this
weekend. "Wyoming will be there
as will Drake, Louisiana State and
other top schools,'' Dotson adds.
"We'll have to improve a lot in one
week to survive this one.''

more."

(Optometrists)

1020-A Eubank NE
298-2020
or
298-2185

Joe Cavaretta

THE TWELFTH LOBO: Lobo Louie whips up some excitement in the stands during the Hawaii
game. Louie doesn't consider himself one of the regular chereleaders because 'I have too
much hair on my legs.'

"This year's recruits continue to
be impressive in workouts and will
make a big impact in the WAC this
year," Spahn said. "Along with
Haka Johnson (from Sweden) and
Gordy Westerberg, Paul Hoffner
(Wichita, Kansas) Van Hoffman
(Albuquerque) and Gene Dafoe (San
Diego) are also doing well."

JOHN SCHAUMBERG
• ~ I I f
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Mat Menus flormer UNM wrestler Brad Bitterman won the
heavyweight championship in the
Cowboy Open. Bitterman, who only
weighs 183 pounds, wrestled three
matches where his opponent
weighed over 275 (lOUI1ds. Bittermali was the last year's WAC cham·
pion at 167 pounds.

HARRY'S PLACE
Central at Yale

HAPPY HOUR
DAILY 2·8 PM
Pitcher of Coors

$a.oo

' raqulrad
CMeal purcha"
only with flrat
bear or wlna ord~Nd)

from the Duke City is nursing a badly sprained ankle, but is well enough
to play. ''It still hurts when I take my
normal steps,'' notes Marquez.
''But it's o.k. as long as I don't usc il
too much.
The forwards will be seniors Muff
Reinert and Debie Leeper, who have
continually impressed Hoselton.
"Muff ~hot 90 percent in our last
scrimmage and still finished third,"
says Hoselton. "Leeper is a senior
and knows what it takes to win."
Others which are high on Hoselton's list and who will see a lot of
action are; freshman forward Winnie Foster, sophomore guard Alison

Foote, sophomore forward Sally
Anderson and sophomore point
guard Kathy Trujillo.
UTEP is 0-3, but Hoselton says
that they arc not as bad as the record
might indicate. "UTEP is improved
from last year," he says. "They've
played some tough teams. We won't
beat them as bad as we did last year
(by almost 20 points both times).
They arc still young and inexpcrienced."
And Hoselton adds, ''I'm very
excited to get this thing going. The
conference is very strong so we'll
have to get ready. We know we have
a good unit and we're going to win
some games.''

PREPARE
for the
SKI SEASON
EarmuHa $6.00 to $8.00
Shetland Wool
Sweaters $25.00
Chec:J< out the
Selec:tlou at
Tbe Ro•e at
Tbe Galeria
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patient. 266-6212.
12/13

lo Personals
Till~ MIXED IIAGI
We're the NUTS for
Thanksgiving gifts. lZl Yule SE, v, block so. of
Central.
ll/24
DEGREt; IN ACCOUNTING, buslnes~ or
economics? Pence Corps needs you for accounting
and ugrlculturul/economics positions. Cull277-2961.
11130
IIIlA SAU:. SS.?9 Maidenform, Jescbel, etc. Lobo
Miss ucro~drorn UNM.
11124
TilER•; ARF. ONLY eight more Issues of the Daily
Lobo for this semester. Oct your message to whom It
may concern today.
11123
QUIJo:IIF.'i APRt:Nm:R A IJnblar y escrlblr "ver·
dudcro" Espunol7 Profesor natlvo de Espana
!.lnmume 266-2264 J nvler.
11124
wt: GOT DISTRIIIUTOil'l. Prescription eyeglass
frumes. <Jreertwlch Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimlcs•. $~4.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
~UI 9 Menuul N.E., across from Lallclles.
tfn
WHY GO CIIA:t.Y before finals? Party With us In
Red River De,, J-5. Call Student Travel Center 277·
2336.
11/30
YUJ.t: II F. GLAD 10 hear that students cans end their
<'hri>lmn~ ~beer in the annual Christmus message
>edion of the Classified Advertisements. Special
'iudent rule is only 10 cents per word per day. The
,ulumn will run Monday, Nov. 29 through Dec. 13
(Ieven issues),
11124
PEACE CORPS Al'PLICAllONS available at the
1 atinAmerlcnnlnstitute. 801 YaleNE.
11129
GURUIEFJo'·OUSPENSKY STUDY group accepting
students. 281-2401.
12/13
PASSPORT, JI)ENTIFICAllON PHOTOS, .Fast,
inexpensive, pleasing. Lowest prices in town I Two for
$5, Four for $7, Near UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S !'.,Corner Silver, orcall265·l323.
tfn
A('('URAn; INf'ORMATION AJIOUT con·
tra<eption, sterlllwtion, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
('()NTACTS·I'OUSIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Olllkal Corrpuny on Lonrns just west of Washington.
tfn
I'JIEG"iANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9Hl9.
tfn
I'Jo:Act; CORPS TJIAINS persons with n college
<Iegree and ut least eight hours In biology or chem1my
1u 1•ork in Cilhcrles. Additional lnforrnntlon: 277·
21)111
11/30

2o Lost & Found
I.OSI': WALJ.Kf·CIIECKIIOOK at last football
game. $10 r~ward. 294·2846.
11124
I OSl: Kf:YS NEAH SUII Nov. 12. Reward. 25S·
428S
11/29
CLAIM YOUit LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00 a.m.to4:00 p.m. dnlly.
tfn

3. Services
MATII TUTORING. 842.05211 evenings.
12/1
NEEDSIIEI.V.:S? CARPENTRY? Call247-8236.
11/23
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE.

YOU SLEEP, WE type. IDM Selectric 11. Overnite
mvlce, Klnko's Copies. 255·9673.
12/13
TYPIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
11130
genius.242·3093.
DECREED SECRETARY OFFERING professional
typing. Notary, reasonable rates. 268-9711 until 9
11123
p.m.
FULL SERVICE TYPING in by 9 a.m., out by 5
p.m. or overnight. Correcting Selectric, 268-0651inJ

S • For Sale

VI(.'TORIA'S WOIID SMITHY: Word processing,
typing, Call Vickie anytime 821·4812.
12/)3
nt;AD TillS AD - Typist will type term papers of
all kinds. Quality work at Plow price. Call821·6916.
11/30
24 HOUR TYPING service near UNM. Call 247·
3519.
12/13
TYPERIGIIT- PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
service. 265-5203.
Jl/24
QUALITY TYPING, LOMAS-Tramway area. 85
cents/page, 299·t355.
12/13
ACCURATE, PROFF~~SIONAL TYPING and other
secretarial services. Cali THE OTHER OFFICE: 8846564.
12113
PROt'ESSIONAL TYPIST, WORD processor, 242·
5472 after 5 p.m.
11/30
A•l TYPIST, TERM papers, resumes, 2?9·8970.
11130
TYPING. MEDICAL/SCIENTIFIC terminology,
Papers, lab reports, etc. After6 p.m. 821·4378. 12/13
TYPING. $1/page, 293·4892.
11/30
TYPING, PROFESSIONAL, IBM Selectric II. 24
hour service. Kinko's Copies. 255-9673.
11/24
TYPING WITH ELECfRICITY and style, Call Jim
between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m. 873·2257.
12/13
REASONABLE/PROFESSIONAL TYPING,
Manuscripts, dissertatlo,Js, thesis. IBM Selectric Ill.
2?9·6256 or299·2676.
12/13

1977 FORD MAVERICK, 4-dr, gOQd condition, air
c<mditionlng, radio, radial tires, $3250. Call255·6959
evenings,
11/30
TYPE IT YOURSELF and Save, Olympia report
deluxe electric typewriter, German made, $100. 242·
7613.
tfn
IBM EXECUTIVE TYPEWRITERS--$300.
Reconditioned IBM Selectrics from $500. Brand new
correcting Selectric II's- $910 w/30 day warranty.
Recondilioned IBM Electronic typewriters - call for
prices. OIC 292·6467 (mornings), 296-3415
(evenings).
12/8
11170 VOLVO TWO-door automatic. Good con·
IJ/23
dillon, $1500. Cali 1-471-0105.
NORDICA SKI BOOTS 6\11 M. 247·8236.
11/23
1975 TOYOTA CELICA Coupe parts. Two new
tires, two retreads, good rear shocks, good engine,
transmission, Alk glass, seats. Call266-1763. )1/24
IBM CORRECTING SELECfRJC Jl, brand new in
box, $890. 292-6467 (mornings), 296-3415 (evenings).
11/23
YAMAHA STEREO RECEIVER, Cr-2020 220·
watts, two Yamaha NS-1000 speakers$795. 881-1668.
11/24

6. Employment

4. Housing
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. References
required, deposit, $200 monthly, split utilities. 242·
6660 evenings.
12/13
ONE IIEDROOM APARTMENT, big house, little
house. Negotiate rents. 842-9683.
12/1
STUDENT SPECIAL SSO J.room home. Don't miss.
262·1751 Guaranteed Rentals.IOOsopen.
12/1
Til£ CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efflclency, front $230 up. All utilities pnid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets, I 520 Univershy NE. 243·2494. tfn
ONE IIR $230. Studio $200 furnished and utilities
paid. 1218 Copper NE. Three blocks to UNM. 842·
6170.
12/13
$135 THREE BEDROOM, Kids, pets ok, Act fast.
262·1751 Guaranteed Rentals. Open today.
12/1
WANTED: QUIET PLACE to live near campus,
Tony256-7128,
11/24
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard

HARRY'S PLACE
8c
ST. Pauli Beer

$1.99

265-7777

243-1777

HAPPY THANKSGIVING

VIDEO GAMES

2 for 25¢

·~.

CiTY~

I 2 Slices
of Cheese Pizza
.I
& A Large Soft Drink
I
I
I

c

New Mexico Union

Mercado

$1.65
-.eoupon-,
127 Harvard SE

I

I

I

·---------------~ .... e. of Ceninrl

Newspapers
Datteries
Sundries

I

1
I

Mon-Thur 7 am-8pm
Frl 7am-6pm
Sot 8am-2pm

The Yule Log is Coming
The annual Christmas message section
of the Daily Lobo Classified Advertisements
will begin Monday, Nov. 29.
!_0. Yule Log
Special rate of 10 cents per
word per day for students

.

ADORABLE SJ<;VEN.WEEK·old male kittens free to
loving homes, Two still available. Call 266-6726 or
see at 525 Virginia NE.
! 1/24
TilE YULE LOG is coming. Soon students can send
their Christmas messages for only 10 cents per won!
per day In the Daily Lobo Classified's annual
Christmas sectiorr. Monday, Nov. 29 through Dec. 13
(seven issues).
11/24

9 o Las N oticias
THE PLANETS 8;30 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 24th,
Old Airport Terminal building, 2920 Yale Blvd SE.
Benefit dance for CARD.
11/24
BOOK SALE NOV, 28, 1982, 8:30 a.m.•l p.m.
Aquinas Newman Center Auditorium, 1815 Las
Lomas Rd NE. '
11/24
CLUB? MEETING? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Noticias.
tfn

HARRY'S PLACE
Central at Yale

HARRY'S TORTILLA
Pastrami, Cheese
2 kinds of Chill

ride/

TYPING
24hro SERVICE
IBM SELECTRIC

Sat. 10·5

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BID
MAT • GMAT • OAT
OCAT • PCAT • VAT
SSAT o PSAT • ACHIEVEMENTS
SAT • ACT • TOEFL • MSKP
NATL MEO BDS • ECFMG
FLEX o VQE • NOB • RN DDS
CPA • SPEED READING
~-K

IIUIPUIN

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTO~N

Test Pr•paratton Specialists
Since 1938

For mformat1on. Please Call·

265-2524
Ask About
Our New
Speed Reading
Program

·~

504 YALE SE

I~

I

TRIP

Wlragon

Opposite UNM

~-----~---.---,
I
.
II

8. MisceUaneous

$2.49

ROUND

c:;overed

Student Book Store

(Central at Yale)

indianapolis/Christmas break. Wlll share
driving/expenses. Tony256-7128.
11/24
FLY TO NEW York. Deadline extended, must boolc
by Dec. I for $358 round trip fare. Call Student
Travel Center 277-2336.
11/30
Clf,o\RTER BUSES TO any point, NM or USA, Gray
Line 243·5501,
11/23
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

~W&\'T

J CA!IRIJTH \4'1[)()JAI & AI'OCIATEI
l~GAl CliNIC

WANTED=

255-8673

ARMY·NAVY GOODS

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75

7. Travel

2312 Central S.E.
Acrou From Popejoy Hall
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-6:30

Long sleeve/Short sleeve

2122 Central SE

sending resume to: William E. Ebel, 6400 Uptown
Blvd. NE H300E, Albuquerque, NM 87110.
11/23
COCKTAIL WAITRESS $3/hr plus tips, Oreat
atmosphere. 262-1751 O,S, Open today 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
12/1
ORG.\NIZE/DIRECTOR FOR NMPIRG, spring
semester. Stu.dent run public advocacy group, Submit
resume room24-f. SUB by Dec. 3.
12/1
OVERSEAS
JOBS - SUMMER/year
round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields, $500$1200 monthly, Sightseeing, Free info, Write IJC,
Box 52·NMI, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625,
11/24
CLEANING PEOPLE NEEDED. Flexabie hours,
262·175.1 Guaranteed Jobs. Open today.
1211
CHILD CARE - TWO children, 7 and 9 years, after
school at our home, vicinity Louisiana and Montgomery. Excellent pay. Call881·6625 or296-0526.
11123
EARN $155,80 WEEKLY working at home part or
full time. Experience unnecessary, For details and
application, mall self-addressed, stamped envelope
to: M.D.Q., Box 157, Santa Cruz, New Mexico.
87567,
12/2
LABORS PART-TIME, top pay, IOOs of openings
daily. Guaranteed 262-1751. Open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
1211
GRADUATE ASSISTANT-PROGRAMMING •
Applicants being sought for Residence Hall
Graduate Assistant-Programming position for 19g3
Spring semester. Earn single room, boa~d, $222 per
month and receive tuition waiver, Residence hall or
student activitY programming experience preferred.
Apply: Associate Dean of Students Office, La Posada
Hall. Deadline: Nov. 29, 1982.
11/30
SECRETARY, LIGHT BOOKKEEPING, full or
part·tlme, l~terviewing today, 262-1751 G,S, Open
today 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
1211
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
11/23

USAF FLIGHT JACKET
GENUINE Gl

$46.75 and up
..t '\JFMJIJ\r~~r.

UNM Country Club
T-Shirts

( OURT (0ST ADDITIONAl
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION
FOR INITIAl CONSULTAlfO'We-.tern Ban~ Bldg./ 242-lWl

Pastrami Pub

NAllONAL FIRM EXPANDING- Ambitious,
independent sales oriented individual desiring
unlimited earnings potential to join a growing
regional sales organization In Albuquerque. Success
atmosphere with management opportunity, This
opportunity can b~ explained in confidence by

"'"'"'U'UI'LJ'I\:1'"'· BLUE

Pro Bassist Needed
willing lo work on original songs. We have Ram sa 24
cltannel and Tascam mlnlotudlo recorders, Contury
and JBL ooneortceblno!l, OBX,erossovors, Shure and
Senn nukos 1 sound enginefit and more. If tnterosted
call Oavld at 255-2944, Koep trying.

N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo, for 2
person.1, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully
furnishe<l-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392,
tfn
COUNTRY LIVING I s150 Z·bedroom. c11u 262·
1751 o.s. Open seven days 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
12/1
DORMMATE WANTED FOR Spring. Non·
christian, non-belligerent, mellow student, Oood with
books. So-so skier? Request forBob266-4385. 11/23
MOST BILLS PAID, $175, 2 bedroom. 262·1751
G.S. Open today 9 a.m.·5 p.m.
12/1

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Begonel
5 Cream 9 Medicine
14 Ear part
15 Shrub
16 Reserved:
2 words
17 Sultanate
18 Tower
19 Sweeter
20 Rainy
21 - rhymes
23 Barren
25 Relative
26 Tennis serve
27 Stipend
29 Possessive
32 Body jolnt
35 Garment
36 Do needlework
37 Spiral
38 Full up
39 Roman tyrant
40 Mr. Randall
41 Repub. VIP
42 Moisten
43 MIT grad.
44 Wharf
45 "My - Sal"

46 Parent
48 Heroic
52 Act of offlceseeking
56 On behalf of
57 Fanon
58 Gratrng
59 Bog
60 Garden tools
61 Teased
62 Gaelic
63'Not moving
64 Asian gulf
65 Letters
DOWN
1 Retards
2 Halley's 3 Lessen
4 Honor card
5 Promise
6 Federate
7 Angle
a Run away
9 Dialect
10 Bulb
11 Tobaccostained
12 Desserts
13 Apply wax
21 Rodents
22 Was furious
24 Get-together

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

271rrlgate
28 Mimics
30 Rubber item
31 Store
32 Entr' - :
Play break
33 Time of day
34 Serpent:
2words
35 Concern
36 Ring
38 Observed
42 Bundle

44 Cleric
45 Orchard
47 Loafer
48 Leader
49 Burning
50 Scandinavian
51 Evergreens
52 Nobelist of
1947
53 Irish Isles
54 Indian city
55 Walked over
59 Greeted

